Abstract. Along with the market reform, marketization transaction of distributed energy will have very broad prospects in the future. Block chain technology is known as "the second generation of internet technology", it has features of decentralized, open and transparent, safe and reliable, which can well meet demand of transaction environment of distributed energy. This paper first analyzes future distributed energy transaction patterns and their transaction participants, electricity transaction mean, capital settlement relationship and so on. Secondly, the block chain technology is introduced to reconstruct distributed energy transaction environment, and a kind of block chain technology based distributed energy transaction architecture is proposed. Then new changes are described for introducing of block chain technology in the field of intelligent power purchase contracts, decentralized real-time transactions, automatic trust mechanism, etc. Finally conclusion is given.
Introduction
Distributed energy nearly uses the clean energy resources, so the energy production and consumption completed nearby. It has advantages of high efficiency, low emissions of pollution and so on, representing the new direction of energy development and new pattern. In recent years, China's distributed energy has developed rapidly. In 2020, it will accounted for 10% of the total energy supply, of which 60 million kilowatts of distributed photovoltaic, 15 million kilowatts distributed natural gas. In April 2017, the National Energy Administration issued a document named "Notification on carrying out marketization transaction pilot of distributed energy". With the promoting of pilot projects, China distributed energy will have broad market prospects in future.
At present, China's distributed energy transactions are mainly in two patterns: "self consumption, surplus to grid", "full to grid". Their participants, transaction means and capital settlement relationship are relatively simple. With development of market-oriented transactions of distributed energy, peer-to-peer transactions will become normal, resulting participants and transaction means more diversified, capital settlement relationship more complicated. Therefore, it needs to build a public, transparent, secure, peer-to-peer transaction environment.
Block chain is a kind of innovative application mode of distributed data storage, peer-to-peer transmission, consensus mechanism, encryption algorithm and so on in the Internet age, with characteristics of decentralized, open and transparent, safe and trustworthy, transaction traceability [1] , which is considered as a subversive innovation after mainframe, personal computer and Internet [2, 3] . In the financial field, block chain technology is used widely and successfully, including Bitcoin, asset transactions, cross-border payments, bills and supply chain financial services, securities issuance and trading, and so on. The world's 44 financial institutions has set up the R3 alliance to promote the block chain technology, industry standard and application [4] . In 2016, China Ministry issued the "China Block Chain White Paper", and actively explored block chain applications. With the development of block chain technology, block chain applications have been extended from the financial field to other fields, such as medical, Internet of things, intelligent manufacturing, supply chain management, digital asset transactions, energy, and so on. In the field of energy, there are many practical applications abroad. The German energy storage provider Sonnen and transmission system operator TenneT have cooperated in using block-chain technology to integrate solar energy and batteries into the German energy network [5] . The United States LO3 Energy has started a block chain energy micro-grid project for peer-to-peer energy transactions of 50 owners in the Brooklyn, and their target is 1000 users until 2018 [6] . In China, Block chain researching has been studied in the field of energy internet, virtual power plant, auxiliary services, transaction blocking management applications [7, 8, 9, 10] , but depth research and application have not been done in the field of distributed energy.
This paper first analyzes distributed energy transaction patterns in future market, and participants, transaction means and capital settlement relationship of each transaction pattern. Secondly, based on the common needs of decentralized, open and transparent, safe and trustworthy, this paper designs a distributed energy transaction architecture based on the block chain technology. Third, three key block chain applications: intelligent purchase contract, de-center transaction, automatic mutual trust mechanism, are described in detail. Finally conclusions are given.
China's Distributed Energy Transaction Pattern
In July 2013, the National Energy Administration issued a document named "Distributed Generation Temporary Management Method", proposed distributed generation to be "self-consumption mainly, surplus to grid, power grid swap surplus." After that, China's distributed generation begin to adopt the "self-consumption, surplus to grid" and "full to grid" two main transaction pattern. In April 2017, the National Energy Administration issued a document named "Notification on carrying out marketization transaction pilot of distributed energy", introduced two new transaction patterns, peer-to-peer transaction pattern and commission sale pattern of power grid company. With the reform of power market, commission sale pattern of power grid company will be further evolved into commission sale pattern of regional electric power company. Visibly, future China's distributed energy transaction will have four patterns: "self consumption, surplus to grid", "full to grid", "peer-to-peer transaction", "commission sale of regional electric power company". Under different patterns, participants, transaction means and capital settlement relationship are different.
(1) "Self-consumption, surplus to grid" Transaction Pattern
Without considering the absence of integrated energy service providers, this kind of transaction pattern involves two main participants: power grid company and distributed generation owners. The electricity transaction mean is that distributed generation owners use most of the electricity, the remaining electricity is sold to power grid company. The capital settlement relationship is: government subsidies are payed to distributed generation owners through power grid company, the electricity onto grid is payed according to the local coal-fired desulfurization benchmark price. For distributed PV owners, proceeds are calculated as: the amount of electricity * coal-fired desulfurization benchmark + local sales directory price * amount of self-consumption electricity + total amount of electricity * 0.42 (assuming the current subsidies unchanged, the same below).
" " " "
Full to grid" Transaction Pattern
Without considering the absence of integrated energy service providers, this kind of transaction pattern also involves two main participants: power grid company and distributed generation owners. Distributed generation owners sell total electricity to power grid company. The capital settlement relationship is: government subsidies are payed to distributed generation owners through power grid company, the electricity onto grid is payed according to the local coal-fired desulfurization benchmark price. For distributed PV owners, proceeds are calculated as: the total amount of electricity * coal-fired desulfurization benchmark + total amount of electricity * 0.42. " " " "
Peer-to-peer" Transaction Pattern
This kind of pattern involves multiple transaction participants, power grid company, distributed generation owners power, any user in the same area which no more than 110kV within the distributed generation owner. Transaction pattern is that the two sides, distributed generation owners and users, sign a purchase contract to reach an agreement of electricity price. The capital settlement relationship is: government subsidies are payed to distributed generation owners through power grid company, users pay distributed generation owners in accordance with the agreement electricity price, This kind of pattern is based on the electric power reform has been deepened and there existing an independent regional electric power company in an area. The main transaction participants includes distributed generation owner, distribution companies, regional electric power company, regional users. The transaction mean is that: distributed generation owner and regional electricity sales company sign a purchase contract to reach an agreement of electricity price (generally higher than coal-fired desulfurization benchmark) , regional users buy electricity from electric power company. The capital settlement relationship is: government subsidies are payed to distributed generation owners through regional distribution company, the electric power company pay distributed generation owner according to the agreement electricity price, the regional electric power company pay the distribution company for network fee. For distributed PV owners, the proceeds are: transaction power electricity * agreement price electricity + total power electricity * 0.42.
The above four kinds of transaction patterns involving government, distributed generation owner, power grid companies, distribution companies, regional electric power company, regional users, transaction mean and capital settlement relationship are complex. The "pilot notice" proposed to build a platform to deal with transaction, but a platform building needs infrastructure, hardware, software, staff, and so on, increasing overall transaction costs, what is more, electricity measurement, electricity billing and subsidies prone to fraud. Block chain technology has the characteristics of de-centric, open and transparent, safe and credible, well suiting for refactoring basic environment of distributed energy transaction.
Reconstruction of Distributed Energy Transaction Infrastructure Based on Block Chain

Block Chain Technology Basic Principles
The block chain is essentially a distributed database based on a peer-to-peer network, using a full-node backup, that is, all nodes store the same data. The data structure of a single node is a series of data blocks linked to the block chain.
Every 10 minutes will produce a new block to record the latest transactions, the new block is only validated by all nodes before it can actually join the block chain list, the data block is maintained by all nodes together. In addition, data blocks also ensure that each transaction not be tampered by using asymmetric encryption algorithms, digital signatures, and so on. Due to peer-to-peer, shared, anonymous, safe, programmable and other characteristics, block chain technology is widely used in transactions, tangible / intangible asset registration, smart contracts and other fields.
Architecture Design
Traditional distributed energy transactions are finished through grid power companies or an intermediate trading platform, which is a typical central architecture. However, the nature of distributed energy transaction is peer-to-peer, so decentralized structure can improve transaction efficiency and reduce transaction costs. Distributed energy transaction characteristics and block chain technology characteristics fit well, therefore, this paper introduces the block chain technology to reconstruct a peer-to-peer, open and transparent, safe and reliable distributed energy transaction environment, as shown in Figure 1 . The underlying technology of block chain is based on P2P networks.
In the distributed energy transaction environment based on the block chain technology, all the participants, including distributed generation owners, power grid companies, distribution companies, regional electric power companies, regional users and so on are regarded as an independent transaction node, each node saves all the transaction data, maintaining transaction data together. When a new transaction occurs, only all transaction nodes passing verification can the transaction be valid, ensuring that the transaction is true and credible. After the energy transaction happening, capital settlement is done automatically peer-to-peer, and each transaction will be played time stamp, so that each transaction can be traced back, for follow-up audit, audit and so on. In addition, paper electricity purchase contracts can change to electronic electricity purchase contracts by using block-chain programmable technology. When the set condition occur, the contract will be automatically executed. It can be seen, based on the block chain technology, the whole distributed energy transaction process is automatically. For "self-consumption, surplus to grid" pattern and "full to grid" pattern, the distribution generation owner and power grid companies need to sign a paper purchase contract; for the "peer-to-peer" transaction pattern, distribution generation owner and the regional user sign a paper power purchase contract; for the "regional commission sale" transaction pattern, the distribution generation owner and the regional electric power company sign a paper purchase contract, then the user and the regional electricity sales company sign a paper purchase contract. In the block chain 2.0, programmable technology is introduced, which makes the two transaction sides can sign an intelligent contract. The essence of the intelligent contract is a computer program, in the distributed energy transaction, the contents of the paper purchase contract are digitally written into the block chain. When the pre-set conditions is satisfied, the contract will be automatically executed. Because of the block chain technical characteristics, the entire process can be tracked and never be changed. Besides, it has advantages of cost efficiency, and can avoid the malicious behavior of contract implementation.
(2) Decentralized and real-time transaction environment
Block chain technology is a kind of decentralized architecture, all transaction nodes are peer-to-peer. Data storage, transmission, verification, etc. are peer-to-peer automatically completed. Visible, based on the decentralized architecture, the distributed energy transactions do not need to specifically build an intermediate transaction platform to deal with transactions among distributed generation owners, power grid companies, users and so on. An intermediate transaction platform requires a lot of infrastructure, hardware, software, employees and so on, greatly increasing middle transaction cost. The block chain based distributed energy transaction can significantly reduce transaction costs and increase transaction efficiency. In addition, the transaction data and information is transmitted peer-to-peer in real-time, so electricity transactions and capital settlement are done in time, greatly reducing transaction cycle, enhancing customer experience.
(3) Automatic mutual trust mechanism
In the business community, trust is the basis of the transaction. Block chain technology uses timestamp, hash algorithm, asymmetric encryption algorithm, consensus mechanism, digital signature and other means to an automatic mutual trust mechanism in the information asymmetry, uncertain environment. Therefore, in the distributed energy transaction market, transaction participants do not need to build trust in advance, so that distributed generation owners can significantly expand transaction scope. Besides, it can effectively avoid stranger trust crisis and cheating phenomenon of electric quantity, electric charge and others in traditional distributed energy transactions.
Conclusion
In the future distributed generation market, distributed energy transaction needs a peer-to-peer, open and transparent, safe and trustworthy transaction environment, block chain technology can be a good way to build this transaction environment. In the distributed energy transaction environment based on the block chain, transaction participants can automatically establish the trust mechanism, sign an intelligent purchase contract, complete transaction settlement in real-time. However, the future application of block chain technology still needs to break through some technical bottlenecks: First, the block chain adopts the full backup strategy and the complex "mining" consensus algorithm. In the transaction node, capacity, storage performance, network throughput capacity will be challenged, need to make improvement; Second, a new block chain generated interval is 10 minutes, which limits its using in ultra-short-term real-time transactions scene; Third, the anonymous block chain, brings new challenges to the regulation.
